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Abstract—Recursive bisection is a popular approach for large
scale circuit placement problems, combining a high degree of scal-
ability with good results. In this paper, we present a bisection-based
approach for both standard cell and mixed block placement; in
contrast to prior work, our horizontal cut lines are not restricted to
row boundaries. This technique, which we refer to as a fractional
cut, simplifies mixed block placement and also avoids a narrow re-
gion problem encountered in standard cell placement. Our imple-
mentation of these techniques in the placement tool Feng Shui 2.6
retains the speed and simplicity for which bisection is known, while
making it competitive with leading methods on standard cell de-
signs. On mixed block placement problems, we obtain substantial
improvements over recently published work. Half perimeter wire
lengths are reduced by 29% on average, compared to a flow based
on Capo and Parquet; compared to mPG-ms, wire lengths are re-
duced by 26% on average.

Index Terms—Circuit placement, design automation, mixed size
placement, placement legalization, recursive bisection.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCING fabrication processes have enabled ever in-
creased circuit sizes. This has resulted in an explosion in

the number of logic gates in typical designs, and an industry
need for placement methods that can handle millions of mov-
able objects. At the same time, design cycle times have shrunk;
time-to-market pressure has put a premium on speed for design
automation tools.

In many respects, circuit designers are at a computational dis-
advantage; while available computing resources increase at a rate
comparable to the size of the circuits, the underlying algorithms
used in the design tools are seldom linear with problem size. With
each technology generation, the size of the problems double, as
does the speed of the computers used to solve the problems; un-
fortunately, the problems are more than a factor of two harder.
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To deal with the increasing challenge, circuit designers have
a number of techniques. Foremost is heirarchy: A large design is
divided into smaller components with individual solutions being
assembled to form the whole. By breaking a large problem into
smaller ones, a design becomes more tractable—but at the ex-
pense of optimization potential. While many would advocate
that designs should be as flat as possible, it is clear that some
degree of heirarchy is necessary.

A second technique for dealing with the increasing challenge
is to shift toward algorithmic approaches that have better
scalability. For circuit placement, simulated annealing is well
known to produce exceptional results—but with a heavy run
time penalty. Across the industry, there has been an implicit
acceptance of reduced quality, in exchange for better run times.
Most commercial design automation tool vendors utilize ana-
lytic or bisection based placement methods; if a design is late
to market, the ultimate quality is largely irrelevant.

In this paper, we present the placement tool Feng Shui 2.6,
which combines a simplification of the recursive bisection
approach [5] and support for mixed block designs [25]. The ap-
proach is scalable to large designs and computationally efficient.
Our improvements allow us to obtain reduced wire lengths,
making the tool competative with a well respected annealing
based approach on standard cell designs. For designs with a
mix of standard cells and macro blocks—commonly known as
the “mixed block” or “boulders and dust” problem—we obtain
the best published wire length results, improving by 26% on
average over the closest comparable tool. In this paper, our
primary focus will be on mixed block design.

Our main contributions are the development of a fractional
cut approach, and a complementary legalization algorithm. In
recursive bisection, horizontal cut lines are normally aligned
with cell row boundaries—this places a number of constraints
on the partitioning engine. Legalization for bisection based ap-
proaches is usually trivial; new horizontal cut positions require a
more sophisticated approach. We take advantage of the uniform
distribution of cell area that results from our bisection based ap-
proach, and develop a legalization method that is efficient and
of extremely high quality. The legalization method is based on
prior work by Hill [18].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first
briefly survey traditional placement problems, and consider
prior placement techniques. We next describe our fractional
cut approach, and provide an explanation of how we legalize
placements. Experimental results show the dramatic improve-
ment in wire length our methods have produced. We conclude
the paper with a summary of current and future work.
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Fig. 1. Three classes of circuit placement problems. Standard cell placement problems contain large numbers of relatively small blocks, each with uniform height,
but possibly varying width. Floorplanning problems have small numbers of extremely large blocks. Mixed block design is a combination of the two problems. (a)
Standard cell design. (b) Macro block design (floorplanning). (c) Mixed block design.

II. PRIOR WORK

Placement is a well-studied area of physical design; problems
faced can be divided into three broad classes, which we describe
first. We then survey prior placement approaches.

A. Placement Problems

1) Standard Cell Placement: Standard cell placement, illus-
trated in Fig. 1(a), is a classic problem. We may have a great
many cells, small rectangular blocks that are of uniform height,
but possibly varying width. Each cell contains the circuitry for a
relatively simple logical function, and the cells are packed into
rows much as one might use bricks to form a wall. The desired
circuit functionality is obtained by connecting each cell with
metal wiring. The arrangement of cells is critical to obtaining a
high performance circuit. Due to the dominance of interconnect
on system delay [12], slight changes to the locations of indi-
vidual cells can have sweeping impact. Beyond simple perfor-
mance objectives, a poor placement may be infeasible due to
routing issues: There is a finite amount of routing space avail-
able, and a placement that requires large amounts of wiring (or
wiring concentrated into a small region) may fail to route.

Early placement problems contained relatively few standard
cells [28]. In the benchmark “fract,” for example, there are
only 125 movable cells and 24 input/output pads; in typical
modern designs, there can be millions of cells. Even the small
problem is challenging, however—there are different
possible placements, and finding the “best” placement is an
NP-complete problem.

Normally, there is a small amount of “white space” between
the logic elements. There are a number of reasons that white
space occurs: Additional space may be needed for routing, we
might desire space to allow for buffer insertion or gate sizing,
and added space can be used to address thermal problems.

2) Block Placement and Floorplanning: Block placement,
block packing, and floorplanning [34] problems, illustrated in
Fig. 1(b), involve a small number of large rectilinear shapes or
blocks. There are usually less than a few hundred shapes which
are almost always rectangular. Each block might contain large
numbers of standard cells, smaller blocks, or a mix of both; the
internal details are normally hidden, with the placement tool
operating on an abstracted problem.

For blocks, we must arrange them such that there is no
overlap; the optimization objective is generally a combination
of the minimization of the amount of wasted space, and also a
minimization of the total routing wire length.

Floorplanning problems frequently exhibit a puzzle-like na-
ture; finding a way to fit blocks together such that gaps are elim-
inated is also an NP-Complete problem.

3) Mixed Block Design: Between the extremes of standard
cell placement and floorplanning is mixed block design, illus-
trated in Fig. 1(c). There is growing interest in this formulation,
for the following reasons.

1) A large design can be decomposed heirarchically; this
gains computational advantage over the problem. Por-
tions of the design can be distributed across a team,
allowing groups to work in parallel.

2) Portions of a design may not belong clearly to any
single block—for example, it is common to have
“glue” logic that performs interfacing functions be-
tween macro blocks. Rather than grouping the “glue”
logic, it is frequently better to allow it to be scattered
between the original blocks.

3) It is a relatively simple matter to reuse previously de-
signed blocks. By selecting a set of blocks to perform
complex functions, and adding a small amount of ad-
ditional logic to connect the blocks together, designs
targetting specific applications and performance win-
dows can be developed quickly.

By performing placement on the macro blocks and standard
cells simultaneously, some of the inherent loss of quality that
comes with heirarchy can be reduced. Standard cell and floor-
planning can be viewed as two extremes; mixed block formu-
lations allow a designer to choose the level of abstraction that
best fits his or her needs.

In some sense, we are using the wasted space found in macro
block designs, and inserting standard cells. The flexibility of
standard cell design reduces the difficulty of finding a tight
packing of macro blocks. In the work we present here, we as-
sume that there are enough standard cells avoid the puzzle-like
nature of floorplanning.

The differences in element sizes, and their large numbers,
makes the mixed block problem difficult. If a block is moved,
it may overlap a large number of standard cells; these must be
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moved to new locations if the placement is to be legal. The
change in wire length for such a move can make the optimization
cost function chaotic. There is also considerable computational
expense in simply considering a particular move.

B. Placement Methods

In this section, we briefly describe placement methods for
standard cell and floorplanning problems. We then go into
greater detail on placement methods for mixed block designs.

1) Standard Cell Placement: Well-known methods for stan-
dard cell placement include simulated annealing [41], [45], an-
alytic methods [14], [27], and recursive bisection [5], [8].

Simulated annealing [26] is well known to produce excellent
results, but with high runtimes. This approach starts with an
initial placement and temperature. Modifications to the place-
ment are randomly generated, with move acceptance guided by
a probabilistic function. Timberwolf [41] is one well-known an-
nealing tool; given sufficient time, it produces excellent results.
Dragon [46] is a hybrid that combines recursive bisection with
annealing. The hMetis [23] partitioner first divides the cells into
a set of bins; an annealing process is then used to move cells
between bins to optimize a wire length objective.

Analytic placement algorithms transform the placement
problem into a quadratic or linear programming problem;
solving these problems results in a global optimum. This solu-
tion, however, may contain a large number of overlapping cells.
A legalization step is required to move cells to rows and to
remove overlap. Well known analytic placement tools include
GORDIAN [27], Kraftwerk [14], FastPlace [44], and APlace
[22].

Early partitioning-based placement methods include Breuer’s
algorithm [7] and the terminal propagation work of Dunlop and
Kernighan [13]. Suaris and Kedem [40] studied quadrisection
with weighted horizontal and vertical nets in their cost calcula-
tion. A modified Fiduccia–Mattheyses [15] algorithm was used
for partitioning. Huang and Kahng developed QUAD [19] which
follows the quadrisection approach and uses a multilevel par-
titioner. QUAD used net vectors to unify several objectives at
the cost computation step and simplify terminal propagation.
Current partitioning based tools include Capo [10] and Feng
Shui [48]. Both incorporate multilevel min-cut hypergraph par-
titioning methods. Capo uses MLPart [9], whereas Feng Shui
uses hMetis and a -way algorithm based on iterative deletion.
Both tools apply local optimization techniques to improve the
final placement.

2) Floorplanning: For floorplanning problems, there are
relatively few movable blocks. Small perturbations to a place-
ment (for example, switching the orientation of a block, or
swapping the locations of a pair of blocks) can introduce
overlaps or change wire length significantly.

Because of the restricted solution space, and the difficulty in
finding a good heuristic method to guide optimization, simu-
lated annealing is commonly used for floorplanning. There are
a number of different floorplan and block placement represen-
tation methods [1], [31], [33], [35], each having different merits
with respect to the computational expense of evaluating a place-
ment.

3) Mixed Block Placement: While mixed block design has
been studied for years, the increase in problem sizes has ushered
in a new era. Most prior methods to mixed block placement
follow two basic paths. One is to first find good locations for
the macro blocks, and then fix them in place; traditional standard
cell placement methods can then be used to place the remainder
of the circuit in the space available. The second approach is to
attempt placement of all elements simultaneously; this is the
approach we and [11] follow.

Early researchers [37], [38], [42], [43] used a hierarchical
approach, where the standard cells were first partitioned into
blocks using either the logical hierarchy or min-cut-based par-
titioning algorithms. Floorplanning was then performed on the
mix of macro blocks and partitioned blocks, with the goal of
minimizing wirelength. Finally, the cells in each block were
placed separately using detailed placement. While this method
reduces problem size to the extent where the floorplanning tech-
niques can be applied, prepartitioning standard cells to form
rectangular blocks may prevent such a hierarchical method from
finding an optimal or near-optimal solution.

The macro block placement program [43] restricts the par-
titioned blocks to a rectangular shape. However, using recti-
linear blocks are more likely to satisfy today’s high performance
circuit needs. The ARCHITECT floorplanner [38] overcomes
this limitation and permits rectilinear blocks. However, while
both these techniques have been demonstrated on small problem
sizes, it is not clear how effectively they will handle today’s
much larger circuits both in terms of the number of standard
cells and the number of macro blocks.

In [37] and [42], simulated annealing-based techniques were
used to place mixed block designs. In [42], the placer was tested
on an industrial circuit from Texas Instruments, Inc. In [37], nine
industrial circuits were used for experimentation, but the place-
ment performance metrics were compared to manual layouts.
While these methods gave good results for small to medium-size
designs, it is unclear how well they scale to modern problems.

Mixed-mode placement (MMP) [49] uses a quadratic place-
ment algorithm combined with a bottom-up two-level clustering
strategy and slicing partitions to remove overlaps. MMP was
demonstrated on industrial circuits with thousands of standard
cells and not more than ten macro blocks; these designs are also
relatively small compared to the designs we consider here.

More recently, a three-stage placement-floorplanning-place-
ment flow [2], [3] was presented to place designs with large
number macro blocks and standard cells. The flow utilizes the
Capo standard cell placement tool, and the Parquet [1] floor-
planner. In the first stage, all macro blocks are shredded into a
number of smaller subcells connected by two-pin nets created
to ensure that subcells are placed close to each other during the
initial placement. A global placer is then used to obtain an ini-
tial placement. In the second stage, initial locations of macros
are produced by averaging the locations of cells created during
the shredding process. The standard cells are merged into soft
blocks, and a fixed-outline floorplanner generates valid loca-
tions for the macro blocks and soft blocks of movable cells. In
the final stage, the macro blocks are fixed into place, and cells
in the soft blocks go through a detailed placement.
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Fig. 2. Flow chart for Feng Shui 2.6.

This flow is similar to the hierarchical design flow as both use
floorplanning techniques to generate an overlap-free floorplan
followed by standard cell placement. Rather than using pure par-
titioning algorithms to generate blocks for standard cells, this
flow proposes to use an initial placement result to facilitate good
soft block generation for standard cells. While this approach
scales reasonably well, our experimental results show that it is
not competitive in terms of wire length.

A different approach is pursued in [11]. The simulated an-
nealing based multilevel optimization tool, mPG, consists of
a coarsening phase and a refinement phase. In the coarsening
phase, both macro blocks and standard cells are recursively clus-
tered together to build a hierarchy. In the refinement phase, large
objects are gradually fixed in place, and any overlaps between
them are gradually removed. The locations of smaller objects
are determined during further refinement. Considerable effort is
needed for legalization and overlap removal; while the results
of mPG-ms are superior to those of [3], they are also not com-
petitive with the tool we present here.

III. FRACTIONAL CUT RECURSIVE BISECTION

An overview of our placement tool, Feng Shui 2.6, is shown
in Fig. 2. In most respects, our approach is similar to traditional
recursive bisection placement tools. Starting from an initial net
list and placement area, a partitioning algorithm is used to divide
the net list, while cut lines are used to split the placement area.
Key elements of our approach are as follows.

1) Recursive Bisection: As with most bisection-based
methods, we begin with a rectilinear placement region
in which all circuit elements are to be placed. Using
the well-known hypergraph partitioner hMetis [23], we
split the circuit into two components; we also bisect
the placement region using the fractional cut technique
described below. The process continues (splitting both
the placement region and the netlist) until each region

is assigned only a single logic element (either a stan-
dard cell or a macro block).

2) Cut Line Optimization: The direction of cut lines in
our approach is determined by an aspect ratio param-
eter [48]. The direction and ordering of cuts is known
to impact results. We use the aspect ratio approach to
obtain a good quality cut sequence, and can adjust this
ratio to bias routing demand to prefer horizontal or ver-
tical wiring.

3) Terminal Propagation: The interdependence of par-
titioning solutions is well known and motivated the
introduction of terminal propagation [13]. As is done
in most partitioning-based methods, we use terminal
propagation to improve the solution quality. Our place-
ment tool also applies a large scale -way iterative
deletion based partitioning step to seed the initial par-
titioning solutions [47].

4) Cycling: The initial -way partitioning does not com-
pletely eliminate the interdependence of regions, and
we apply a total of three passes of hMetis on each re-
gion. The QUAD placement tool [19] applied a sim-
ilar technique, and this has been recently added to the
placement tool Capo [21].

5) Legalization: In contrast to more traditional recursive
bisection-based placement tools, our method requires
a nontrivial placement legalization step; this need is a
direct result of our use of fractional cuts. We describe
our placement legalization in greater detail below.

6) Detailed Placement Optimization: Further refine-
ment of our placement results are obtained by local
optimization with a branch-and-bound method. We
perform optimization on both single and multiple
rows; processing of this sort is common. This opti-
mization is performed only on standard cells.

A. Fractional Cuts

Traditionally, horizontal cuts are made along cell row bound-
aries; in [8], the authors note “a straight-line cut perpendicular to
rows can take a much larger set of locations, while straight-line
cuts parallel to rows can effectively be only between rows.”

The motivation for restricting horizontal cuts to row bound-
aries is obvious: row assignments for each cell can be deter-
mined easily. Relative horizontal positions of cells can be found
by simply comparing the coordinates of the cells in any given
row. While this restriction simplifies many things, it introduced
a “narrow region problem” that was a source of instability for
an earlier version of our tool, Feng Shui 1.5.

While it may seem desirable to know unambiguously which
row a cell is assigned to, traditional methods inadvertently place
significant restrictions on the partitioning solution. In the next
section, we first mention problems introduced by partitioning
along row boundaries, and then discuss how the boundary re-
striction can be lifted. Lifting the horizontal partitioning restric-
tion is at the heart of the improvements we have obtained.

1) Narrow Region Problem: Small Scale: Partitioning
along row boundaries actually creates a significant narrow
region problem. This problem has been indirectly addressed in
a number of different ways, but has not been treated as a first
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Fig. 3. In recursive bisection, if regions become tall and narrow, horizontal
partitioning may be difficult. It may not be possible to split cells into rows while
obeying row area constraints, or feasible solutions may have high numbers of
cut nets.

class concern. The importance of the problem should not be
underestimated.

The narrow region problem is an artifact of the bisection
process, and the placement of horizontal cut lines. In most tra-
ditional recursive bisection-based tools, there is a preference for
horizontal cuts, particularly at the last stages of placement—this
reduces the impact of narrow regions. A small example will il-
lustrate the issue.

Consider a placement problem with a variety of standard cell
sizes; if we have partitioned the core area into a narrow region,
we may have an extremely difficult problem. In Fig. 3, we have
two regions that each span two cell rows. The width of each
region is 5 units; the cells to be assigned to each region have
widths of 4, 4, and 2, respectively. If we continue the recursive
bisection process, a horizontal cut is needed. While there are
ten units of row space, and ten units of cell area in each region,
no partitioning solution exists that meets the area constraints
of the rows. This problem can occur if we increase the numbers
of rows or cells; if the region is narrow (relative to the number
of cells), a feasible partitioning solution may have a very high
number of cut nets.

If the partitioning solution is unbalanced, the amount of cell
area assigned to each row can vary. In the earlier versions of our
placement tool, the variation could be dramatic—in some cases,
row lengths varied by more than 50%. This variation was at the
heart of a wire length explosion, resulting in our tool producing
wire length results that were as much as a factor of 4 greater than
other methods [4]. Note that during bisection, wire lengths ob-
tained by the earlier version of our tool were quite competative;
it was only during the final stages of bisection, and with narrow
regions, that the problems occurred.

To avoid this problem, the placement tool Capo partitions
horizontally if there are fewer than 15 cells per row in a region.
Capo also uses the additional white space found in most de-
signs to increase partitioning tolerance, improving the chance
that an acceptable partitioning solution exists. The aspect ratio
used in Feng Shui 1.5, along with the cell widths and spac-
ings found in the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina
(MCNC) benchmarks, allowed the problem to be avoided. For

Fig. 4. Cell rows are outlined with a lighter shade, while the regions generated
during recursive bisection are outlined with black.

more recent benchmarks, the simple row packing approach used
by default in Feng Shui 1.5 produces pathological behavior, with
row lengths varying substantially.

As an approach to avoiding the narrow region problem, we
chose to explore shifting horizontal cut lines from row bound-
aries; a region might occupy a fraction of a row, resulting in
what we refer to as a fractional cut”. Without row constraints,
we have greater tolerance in partitioning, and can avoid poor so-
lutions no matter what the region size or shape. Fig. 4 shows a
portion of a placement during the bisection process.

The introduction of fractional cuts actually simplifies most of
the recursive bisection process. We no longer need to determine
which row boundary should be used for partitioning; instead, we
simply allow the partitioner to determine which cells are on each
side of the partition, and then move the cut line to an appropriate
location. Without a fixed horizontal boundary, we can support
unbalanced partitions, which can reduce the number of cut nets.

Note that we now must perform a placement legalization step;
this is described below.

2) Narrow Region Problem: Large Scale: The difficulty
with partitioning small numbers of cells into small numbers
of rows, described in the previous section, is relatively easy to
understand. At a larger scale, a similar problem occurs.

Current partitioning methods, which rely on multilevel clus-
tering and hill-climbing normally require some tolerance in the
size of partitions, the partitioner hMetis, for example, expects
a minimum of 1% variation. Suppose we have a region with
rows, each of width ; if we were to split this region horizon-
tally, there is no guarantee that the partitioner would provide a
solution where the area of either half was an integer multiple of

. To ensure that the cells could fit into their assigned subre-
gions, close to additional units of space might be required;
Fig. 5 illustrates this.

On every horizontal partition, and for every region, some
amount of additional space may be required. The amount of
space that is needed at later stages cannot be predicted accu-
rately at the start of bisection, which is short of allocating a great
deal of excess space, there is no practical way to ensure that a
feasible row-aligned solution exists. The bisection-based tool
Capo has exhibited this problem [20]; in some cases, a shortage
of available space has resulted in cell overlaps, which are then
removed during postprocessing.

While impact of the narrow region problem is not as dramatic
at the large scale, and there are workarounds if sufficient empty
space is available, the fundamental problem is still present. The
simplest work-around is to allocate additional space; as this
results in increased circuit area and frequently increased wire
lengths, we prefer to avoid this solution.
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Fig. 5. At a larger scale, the areas obtained from partitioning are not generally integer multiples of the row (or region) widths. To accommodate the cell area,
both subregions may require extra space. We show this space grouped to illustrate the total volume that may be required at the first horizontal partition. Note that
all subsequent partitioning steps may also require additional space, resulting in a difficult resource allocation problem.

Fig. 6. When macro blocks are present in a design, it may not be possible to partition a region such that the blocks fit within the subregions. In this example, even
if our partitioning solution splits the area perfectly, there is no way to fit a block that is four rows tall into a region that is only three rows tall.

3) Fractional Cuts With Macro Blocks: The mismatch be-
tween partitioning solutions and the space available for place-
ment continues with the inclusion of macro blocks into a design.
For this section, we will illustrate a number of problems with
the following example. We assume that there is a single macro
block, four rows tall; the entire region under consideration is
six rows tall. The remaining space is occupied with standard
cells that are much smaller than the macro block, and we wish
to partition the region horizontally. This problem is illustrated
in Fig. 6. The partitioning of this region can be achieved in a
number of ways.

1) A direct application of a partitioner might result in an
area balance with 50% of the total area on each side. A
row aligned cut line would not allow the macro block
to be accomodated on either side, resulting in overlap.

2) We might bias the partitioning solution such that
one side had a larger percentage of the total area.
Biasing partition solutions for area objectives can be
done easily by inserting fixed dummy cells. By doing

this, we might have an area constraint that allowed
the macro block to fit, but only if macro block were
assigned to the side with more area.

3) Making the subregions nonrectangular, as illustrated in
Fig. 7, might simplify early decisions, but complicates
the placement process at later stages. As the under-
lying problem is one of two-dimensional bin packing,
it should not be surprising that a solution does not al-
ways exist.

4) Finally, we might require additional empty space, such
that the balance of areas could be adjusted easily, while
still accomodating the shape of the large blocks. With
additional space, bin-packing becomes much less dif-
ficult. However, as was noted earlier, this can lead to
increased circuit area and wire lengths.

4) Fractional Cut Summary: It should be obvious that if
the general approach utilizes bisection, either additional white
space is required, or we must accept that not all logic elements
will fit into the regions that are created. A focus on wire length
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Fig. 7. By making region shapes nonrectangular, it may sometimes be possible to arrange subregion shapes to match the constraints of macro blocks. As the
underlying problem is essentially two-dimensional bin packing, a feasible arrangment may not exist.

minimization (or other objectives) does not elimate the funda-
mental two-dimensional bin packing nature of the problem.

With the fractional cut approach, we explicitly accept that
logic elements will not fit during bisection, and then address
this issue during legalization. We allow overlap to occur with
both standard cells and macro blocks; there is no strong reason
to distinguish between them.

The partitioning process proceeds in the same manner as most
bisection-based placement tools. The net list is partitioned until
each region contains only a single circuit element. The area for
each region matches the area of the circuit element that it con-
tains. If the element happens to be a macro block, the area is
simply larger than that of another region that might hold a stan-
dard cell.

While the logic elements can overlap slightly during bisec-
tion, the positioning of cut lines ensures that there is enough
space” in the nearby area such that the design can be legalized
without a large amount of displacement. The cut lines intro-
duced during bisection are located such that the area on either
side of the cut matches the area of assigned circuitry. Inspection
of the placements produced by our tool reveals a great deal of
overlap, as can be seen in Fig. 12. While there are areas with
overlap, there are also areas that are vacant; if a logic element
exceeds the bounds of its region vertically, it will be within the
bounds horizontally, and vice versa.

Note that it is trivial to achieve uniform distribution of space
within the placement region; one could simply increase the size
of each logic element by a certain percentage, or arrange the
initial region size and cut lines introduced to meet a density
target. Space within the placement region can simplify tasks
such as gate sizing and repeater insertion, as this can then be
done without significantly altering positions of most logic ele-
ments.

B. Placement Legalization

Obviously, if our bisection process does not align cuts with
row boundaries, it cannot be used to assign cells to rows. To

obtain a legal placement, cells must be shifted to cell rows, and
overlaps must be removed.

The method we discuss here is relatively simple, and has
been effective for the available benchmarks. We note that place-
ment legalization has a long history in analytic placement, and
methods used there may also be effective.

Our Feng Shui 2.0 placement tool [5] used a dynamic pro-
gramming-based legalization method. The legalization process
operated on a row-by-row basis, selecting cells to assign to a
row. As macro blocks span multiple rows, this method could
not be used directly.

1) Initial Attempt: Our first attempt [24] at a mixed block
legalization method used a recursive greedy algorithm. We first
attempted to find good locations for the macro blocks in the core
region, fixing them in place, and then placing the standard cells
in the remaining available space.

A block was considered to be legal if it was inside the core
region and did not overlap with any of the previously placed
blocks. Blocks were processed one at a time; if the block po-
sition was acceptable, the location was finalized. If the block
position was not acceptable, a recursive search procedure en-
sued to find a nearby location where the block could be fixed
into place.

After fixing the block locations, the standard cell rows were
fractured to obtain space in which the standard cells could
be placed. A modified version of the dynamic programming
method presented in [5] was used to assign standard cell loca-
tions.

For designs with relatively few blocks, or blocks that were
uniformly distributed in the placement region, our initial ap-
proach worked well. However, for the designs with many macro
blocks, the large numbers of overlaps caused this approach to
fail.

2) Greedy Legalizer: While our initial attempts at place-
ment legalization used a variety of complex methods, we have
obtained the best results using a technique that is remarkably
simple. The method we describe here is based on an algorithm
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Fig. 8. Greedy placement legalization for standard cells. All objects are sorted by their nonlegal x coordinate, and are assigned to rows in that order. Assignment
is performed on a cell-by-cell basis, by selecting the available location which provides minimum displacement. For designs which contain macro blocks, multiple
rows must be considered when selecting a placement location. (a) Initial nonlegal placement. (b) Cell A moved to a legal position. (c) Cell B moved to a legal
position .(d) Cell C moved to a legal position. (e) Cell D moved to a legal position. (f) Cell E moved to a legal position. (g) Cell F moved to a legal position. (h)
Cell G moved to a legal position.

presented in a technical report by Li [29]; we later learned that
the algorithm was comparable to an earlier method patented by
Hill [18]. The analytic placement tool APlace [22] also uses
this legalization approach. The method by Hill can handle only
objects with uniform height; we have improved on this method
to allow legalization of designs with both standard cells and
macro blocks.

For standard cell design, the method by Hill uses a simple
greedy approach. All cells are sorted by their coordinate; each
cell is then packed one at a time into the row which minimizes
total displacement for that cell; this is illustrated in Fig. 8. To
avoid cell overlaps, the right edge for each row is updated, and
the packing is done such that the cell being inserted does not
cross the right edge. The patent describes packing from the left,
right, top, or bottom, for objects that are either of uniform height
or uniform width.

Our extension of this method removes the need for uniform
height or width. As with the patented method, all circuit ele-
ments are sorted by their desired coordinate, and assignment is
performed in a greedy manner. Macro blocks are considered si-
multaneously with standard cells; the right edge checking is en-
hanced to consider multiple rows when packing a macro block.
This method is outlined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Greedy legalization; circuit

elements are processed one at a time, with

each being assigned to the row that gives a

minimum displacement.

Sort all cells/macros by their left edge loca-

tions.

for each row r do

right edge[r] = lx[r];

end for

for each cell/macro c do

llx[c] = legal x(lx[c]);

for each row r do

if macro crosses upper/lower boundary then

continue;

end if

if llx[c] < right edge[r] then

dx = Diff(lx[c]; right edge[r]);

else

dx = Diff(lx[c]; llx[c]);

end if

dy = Diff(ly[c]; ly[r]);

cost = COST(dx; dy);

Store best_cost, best_llx, best_row.

end for

llx[c] = best llx;

row[c] = best row;

end for

The macro blocks are treated very much like standard cells;
they must be placed at the end of a growing row, and not overlap
with any placed cell. The introduction of multirow objects can
result in white space within the placement region. Assuming that
there are a number of nearby standard cells, the liquidity of the
placement allows the cells to flow into the gaps, resulting in a
tight packing while considering both blocks and cells simulta-
neously.

3) Horizontal Stacking: For some designs, the greedy legal-
ization method initially failed to place all blocks within the core
area. This occurred most frequently on the benchmark IBM10;
the problem is shown in Fig. 9. Our fractional cut representation
created regions that did not match the shape of the actual blocks,
resulting in them stacking during the greedy legalization step.

This problem motivated the slight enhancement shown in
Algorithm 2. If the legalization results in circuit elements
being placed outside of the core region, we gradually reduce
the penalty for displacing a cell or macro block in the vertical
direction. During legalization, rather than shifting blocks hor-
izontally (creating a stack), the reduced vertical displacement
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Fig. 9. IBM10 placements. The simple greedy legalization method can result
in a horizontal stacking of macroblocks that exceeds the core area. By reducing
the penalty for movement in the y dimension, the stacking problem can be
eliminated.

penalty results in blocks and cells moving up or down to find
positions in rows that are closer to the left side of the placement
region. While this generally increases the total wire length, it
allows all benchmarks to be legalized within the allowed core
area.

Algorithm 2 Improved greedy legalization. For

some circuits, macro block overlaps resulted

in a horizontal arrangement that exceeded

the core width. By reducing ycost, the penalty

of shifting blocks vertically, we obtain

placements that fit within the core area.

done = 0;

Initialize “ycost.”

while !done do

done = 1;

for each cell/macro do

greedy_legalize();

if cell crosses right boundary then

Decrease ycost.

done = 0;

break;

else

Store best solution.

end if

end for

end while

4) Bidirectional Legalization: The basic legalization
method described by Hill is extremely fast; it is also greedy. In
some cases, we observed a degredation in solution quality due
to shifting of cell positions during legalization. This effect was
particularly noticeable in an interim release of our placement
tool.

To address the problem, and improve overall stability, we im-
plemented a simple idea also described in the patent by Hill. In
addition to left to right legalization, Feng Shui 2.6 also performs
a right to left pass; the better of the two passes is retained.

C. Postprocessing

After legalization, we apply branch-and-bound reordering
on both single and multiple rows. A small set of cells is se-
lected, and all permutations are considered (with bounding

Fig. 10. When performing multirow branch-and-bound reordering, the
optimization window passes over the cells in both rows. We sort the cells by
their X location, using the center of the cell.

used to improve runtimes); by sliding an optimization window
across the design, half perimeter wire lengths (HPWLs) can
be reduced. Local optimization of this sort is well known; [10]
surveys a number of standard techniques for local optimization.
Our placement tool performs a user-specified number of passes
across the entire design. The importance of this step should not
be underestimated; following legalization, it is not uncommon
for this step to improve wire lengths by 10% or more.

For multiple row reordering, we sort all cells under consider-
ation by their coordinate, and then select consecutive sets for
our optimization window.

When using branch-and-bound with a window size of on
both single and multiple cell rows, we select sets of cells that
are adjacent. For example, if we are to reorder two adjacent
rows, we sort all cells in both rows ignoring their location.
We then select a series of cells from this ordered list, and try
various permutations. Fig. 10 shows a two-row placement, the
cells ordered by their location, and the sliding window used
to select cells for reordering.

If there is available space within a row, but the size of a cell
is greater the available space, we bound our search at that point.
For example, in Fig. 11(g)–(j), we might place cells 2 and 3 in
the first row, and then find that cell 1 does not fit in the remaining
space; we bound the search at that point, rather than moving to
the next available space. For larger values of , this can provide
significant speedup, but no loss of optimality; if we were to skip
over the cell that did not fit, we would simply compute solutions
that would be found later by the branch-and-bound process.

After finding a new configuration of cells, the cells are then
spliced into the sorted list, and our window-based optimization
continues. The splice requires a small amount of additional work
beyond what is normally required for single row branch and
bound: the relative orders of cells in the sorted list may change.

Due to the early bounding, it is in general practical to consider
window sizes that are a few cells larger than are normally used
with single-row branch and bound. In our experiments, we use a
window sizes of six cells for both single-row and multiple-row
optimization.
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Fig. 11. Single row and multirow reordering possibilities. If cell sizes differ, some combinations are not possible for multirow optimization.

Feng Shui 2.6 also supports cell mirroring and space inser-
tion; both are essential for improving routability. Due to space
constraints, we do not discuss these here.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Benchmarking and reporting of results for placement has
been problematic; many previously reported results cannot be
replicated, or contain skewed comparisons [4], [32].

To be clear, the optimization objective we pursue here is
HPWL minimization. There are publicly available tools [16]
to compare HPWLs; we use these in our work. Wire length
minimization alone, however, is not sufficient for successful
design.

Other metrics of interest include placement area, critical path
delay, and routability. With increased fabrication density, area
has become less significant; current mixed block placement
benchmarks do not allow for timing analysis or routing. Our
focus on HPWL here should not be construed as an endorse-
ment of this as any sort of “ultimate” metric—or that other
metrics are less significant. Simply, it is not currently practical
to make comparisons on other metrics.

To validate our approach, we performed placements on the
mixed block benchmarks available on the Gigascale Silicon Re-
search Center (GSRC) bookshelf site [16]. The benchmarks are
derived from partitioning examples released by IBM [6]. The
partitioning benchmarks were in fact derived from mixed block
circuit designs; information related to block shapes, net signal
directions, etc., was removed. The partitioning benchmarks have
been used to create standard cell placement benchmarks, and
have also been used to generate synthetic benchmarks.

The mixed block designs are relatively large, and contain
many macro blocks and standard cells (except for IBM05, which
has no macro blocks). All macro blocks are assumed to be hard
blocks with fixed aspect ratios. The circuit characteristics are
listed in Table I; we list the number of nets, cells, macro blocks,
and pads, as well as the total area of all cells and all macro
blocks. Each design contains roughly 20% white space. The
core area for placement is larger than the total area of cells and

TABLE I
STATISTICS FOR THE 18 IBM BENCHMARKS. IN EACH DESIGN, THERE

IS ROUGHLY 20% WHITE SPACE AVAILABLE

macro blocks. We assume a fixed die placement paradigm, with
our legalizer ensuring that all circuit elements are placed within
the core region.

For comparison, we use recently published results on these
benchmarks. There are a number of placement approaches based
on the standard cell placement tool Capo and the fixed-outline
floorplanner Parquet [1]. The first configuration, which we refer
to as Capo I, was described in [2]. A shredding approach was
used to break macro blocks into many movable objects of the
same size as standard cells. Capo was used to place all objects;
due to high connectivity of shredded blocks, the original stan-
dard cells were generally placed around them. Physical clus-
tering was then used to group standard cells into larger blocks,
which were then arranged along with the macros by the floor-
planner. Placements of macro blocks were then fixed, and stan-
dard cell placement was then applied to fix cell positions around
the macro blocks. Two improvements to the flow were described
in [3]; we refer to these as Capo II and Capo III. Capo II added
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TABLE II
HPWL AND RUNTIME COMPARISONS FOR THE IBM BENCHMARKS BETWEEN Capo, mPG, AND OUR TOOL. FOR RATIO COMPARISONS WITH Capo, WE USED

THEIR BEST RESULT. RUNTIMES CANNOT BE DIRECTLY COMPARED; OUR EXPERIMENTS USE 2.5-GHz LINUX/PENTIUM IV WORKSTATIONS, Capo I USED 1-GHz
LINUX/PENTIUM III WORKSTATIONS, Capo II AND III USED 2-GHz LINUX/PENTIUM IV WORKSTATIONS, AND mPG USED 750-MHz SUN BLADE 1000

WORKSTATIONS. ALL RUNTIMES ARE IN MINUTES WITH THE EXCEPTION OF OUR LEGALIZATION STEP, WHICH IS IN SECONDS

Fig. 12. IBM 01 and 04 before and after legalization.

uniform white space insertion to the original flow, improving
placement results. Capo III also added filler cells to allow for
buffer insertion and logic resynthesis. Both Capo II and Capo
III used low temperature annealing during floorplanning, so that
the floorplan would not diverge significantly from the result ob-
tained during the first shredding placement step.

We also compare our results with mPG-ms, described in [11].
This tool uses multilevel clustering to develop a hierarchy of
cells and macro blocks, and then applies annealing to arrange
the blocks in a top-down fashion.

Table II shows HPWL results for the the Capo-based and
mPG placement tools on the IBM mixed block benchmarks. We
also show the results of our own tool, and give the percentage
difference between our tool and mPG and the best result from
any Capo-based approach. The gap in HPWL may be quite un-
expected; we have verified our results using public tools, and
have also exchanged placement results with our colleagues to
check for errors.

Runtimes are given for each tool, but are not directly compa-
rable. Capo I results are from runs on a 1-GHz Pentium III-based

workstation, Capo II and III results are with a 2-GHz Pentium
IV workstation, mPG results are from a 750-MHz Sun Blade
1000 workstation, and our results were obtained on a 2.5-GHz
Pentium IV workstation. With equalized hardware resources,
we expect that our placement method would still obtain the
lowest runtimes. None of the tools have exceptionally high run
times, and all should scale reasonably well.

In Fig. 12, we show placements for IBM 01 and 04 before and
after legalization. We refrain from showing larger benchmarks,
as this increases the size of the electronic version of this paper.
With the electronic version, it should be possible to zoom in to
see a detailed view of the placements.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have introduced a fractional cut approach
that eliminates a common assumption made by recursive bi-
section-based placement tools. Horizontal cuts in our approach
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are not restricted to row boundaries. Allowing arbitrary loca-
tions for horizontal cuts improves the quality of partitioning,
and eliminates the narrow region problem.

The fractional cut representation also allows for direct
consideration of mixed block designs; we have extended a
previous greedy legalization approach to handle the mixed
block problem. While it is certainly possible to have designs
that cannot be legalized by our method, we find that in the
currently available benchmark circuits, this is not a problem.

It should be obvious that mixed block placement is far from
a mature research area. The improvement we have obtained is
not incremental, and we anticipate that there is still a great deal
of optimization potential. We have focused solely on HPWL in
this paper; we are actively working in the following areas.

A. Routability

The placements produced by our approach can be extremely
dense; we require very little additional space to perform legal-
ization. Dense placements have some benefits: they can reduce
the total area of a circuit, allowing higher degrees of integration,
as well as frequently reducing HPWLs.

A dense placement may have difficulty during routing, how-
ever. Depending on available routing resources, it may be desir-
able to have additional space within a placement, to allow for
circuit wiring.

We have developed an effective method to address the
routability problem, which involves space insertion after the
completion of placement [30]. To briefly summarize this work:
We perform congestion analysis of the placement, and then
divide the placement with cut lines similar to those that would
have been generated during bisection. A hierarchy of regions
allows for the insertion of space, while preserving relative
positions of most circuit elements.

This method has been effective in improving the routability
of not only our placements, but those of a variety of other com-
mercial and academic tools as well.

Additional space is sometimes essential for successful
routing. By inserting space only when and where it is needed,
we can maintain low wire lengths and a high degree of device
integration.

Our current work involves integration of global and detail
routing tools [17], [36], [39] with the placement tool. Rather
than using a rough estimate of congestion, we plan to instead
use exact routing demands to guide the space insertion.

B. Rectangular Blocks and Pin Positions

In the benchmarks we consider here, the macro blocks are
roughly square, matching the shape of the regions produced
during bisection. We have recently gained access to a set of in-
dustrial benchmarks that contain rectangular blocks; as might be
expected, there is a greater degree of overlap, resulting in some
degredation in the quality of the placement results. We are cur-
rently working on methods to improve results under these con-
ditions.

We have also not considered the rotation of macro blocks, or
exact pin positions in this work. Rotation of blocks can help re-
duce overlap, and may sometimes be essential to allow all circuit

elements to fit within the placement region. We have modeled
wire length with pins located at the centers of both cells and
blocks; actual pin positions may be at the perimeters of blocks,
making simple techniques such as horizontal or vertical mir-
roring useful.

C. Timing

The available benchmarks for mixed block placement do not
contain timing information—the function of the cells, blocks,
and even signal directions have been obfuscated to protect in-
tellectual property. Given this barrier, there is no practial way
to perform meaningful timing driven placement. This problem
is not unique to mixed block designs—standard cell placement
has faced similar problems.

D. Further Improvements

As part of our current work, we are attempting to improve the
quality of the legalizer—we anticipate that another 5 to 10%
reduction in wire length can be obtained easily. The method
should be effective when there are enough standard cells to pro-
vide some measure of liquidity in the placement. More tradi-
tional floorplanning methods may be better suited to designs that
have rectangular blocks or relatively few standard cells.

Feng Shui 2.6 is freely available through our research group
web site, and also through the GSRC Bookshelf.
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